Individual Technical Contribution Proposal

I accept individual personal responsibility for achieving the following technical requirements:

R005 Top Level - Motor + Controller Test and Characterization
R005a - Static Characteristics (SOW pg 30 par. 5)
R005c - Efficiency and Cooling (SOW pg 30 par. 7)
R006b - Simulation (SOW pg 31 par. 2)
GPR011 - Project Video and Final Documentation

I accept individual personal responsibility for providing the following deliverables:

D009 – Conference Paper, Presentation and Video
  I accept individual responsibility for making sure the presentation, conference paper and the video are put together and ready to present on the final deliverables date.

D010 - Poster
  I accept individual responsibility for making sure the poster meets specification and is available on the due date for final deliverables.

Name (print): Armen Mkhitarian
Cell number: (see sheet)
Email address: mkhitara@lafayette.edu
Signature Armen Mkhitarian (see sheet)  Date 2/2/16